SR75

SUB UR B AN R AM P SY ST EM

SR75
Mini Deck

Enhancing
Professional
Appearance
The SR75 Suburban Ramp is a
combination of quality materials and
construction, delivering the industry-best
mortuary deck solution for suburbans.
This ramp provides everything industry
professionals demand from a mortuary
deck - easy installation, a sturdy deck
and reliable security. Its design ensures
protection for the vehicle while offering
a safe, reliable transport system.
The Suburban deck installs in a matter
of seconds, snapping into place
utilizing components in the back of the
vehicle. Once in place, load and secure
stretchers with ease, using the mini
decks recessed cot cups.
The quality construction of the
SR50 mini deck will enhance the
long-term value of your vehicle and
will speak to your credibility as a
professional in the industry.

INTEGRATED
STRETCHER CONTROL
The mini deck utilizes
recessed cot cups in the
deck’s surface make
controlling and securing
cots simple and easy.

DURABLE DECK
AND GLIDE STRIPS
The aluminum deck with glide
strips make loading easier
while protecting the vehicle
floor from damage.

CONVENIENT
STORAGE
When the ramp isn’t in use,
it hinges up and out of the
way, allowing for the rear
door to be closed and third
row seats to be used.

RUGGED BUMPER
PROTECTION
A solid 3/16” aluminum ramp
folds down over the vehicle’s
bumper to prevent damage
while loading and unloading.

EASY
INSTALLATION
The SR75 snaps into place in
a matter of seconds with no
necessary drilling or vehicle
modifications.

REDUCE POTENTIAL
FOR INJURY
The SR75 reduces the
extra effort to lift cots, air
trays and other mortuary
containers over the bumper.

SPECIFICATIONS

78113A00

78113A01

78113A01

WIDTH

48 ¾

48 ¾

48

INCHES

LENGTH

30

40

INCHES

INSTALL

TIE-DOWNS

TIE-DOWNS

TIE-DOWNS

WEIGHT

54

82

93

PRODUCT CODES

Specialty
Engineered
Deck System

INCHES

INCHES

LBS

40

INCHES

INCHES

LBS

LBS

2007-2014

2015-2020

CHEVROLET SUBURBAN

78113A00

78113A01

78113A02

GMC YUKON XL

78113A00

78113A01

78113A02

CADILLAC ESCALADE ESV

78113A00

78113A01

78113A02
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